Delivering a world-class light rail
system for Metrolink across
Greater Manchester

The M-Pact Thales consortium brings together
three industry-leading companies:
Laing O’Rourke, VolkerRail and Thales UK.
The consortium is responsible for the design
and construction of the multi-million pound
Metrolink extensions.

Contact: Bryan Glass, Operations Director
e: bglass@laingorourke.com

Global Light Rail Awards 2017 Special

Team of the Year

Sponsored by

Winner
UKTRAM

Industry innovation and
excellence was celebrated
once again as the Global
Light Rail Awards returned
to the magnificent setting
of London's Honourable
Artillery Company on
Wednesday 4 October.
Hosted by respected
broadcaster and transport
expert Nicholas Owen,
the event saw honours
awarded to networks from
four continents at the most
international event of its
kind, with guests from ten
countries in attendance.
Nicholas Owen's welcome
address recognised
record passenger growth
and revenues, as well as
customer service, safety
and technical innovation in
entries from Dallas to
Sidi Bel Abbés.
In a keynote speech, UK
Department for Transport
Head of Light Rail Policy
Steve Berry OBE praised
the record growth seen
in the UK, with nearly
274m passengers carried
in the last 12 months. He
also referenced the latest
pan-industry customer
satisfaction figures that
far exceed those seen on
bus and rail networks.
Globally we see the same
growth. Around 400 cities
now feature a light rail or
metro service, carrying
nearly 15bn passengers
per year. As the judges
commented: "Light rail
and trams are a mode that
passengers of all ages
enjoy, reflects the identity
of their city, cuts pollution
and increases regeneration
and inward investment.”

UKTram is the owner and maintainer of UK
tramway standards and guidance, working
closely with both operators and regulatory
authorities. This small team also manages best
practice between systems and the supply chain,
interfacing with European and worldwide bodies.
Host Nicholas Owen commented: “You’d think
that UKTram have an army of staff as they
seem to get everywhere, helping to unite the
sector with a single voice.”
After the event, James Hammett, Managing
Director, said: “We are honoured to receive this
award at such a prestigious award ceremony in
our industry; it is a huge achievement.”

Winner

Andy Crompton, Operations Director MPT
for Laing O’Rourke helped to present the
honours in both the Employee and Team of the
Year categories.

Midland metro alliance Metro Development Team

Getting a tram project from
a good idea on paper through
design to construction requires
tenacity and many specialities,
and the Metro Development
Team behind Birmingham’s
‘Big Bang’ – that will triple
the size of the network – have
become the ‘go to’ guys in the
time-consuming and unsexy
areas of business cases and
government approvals.
Described as the “objection
removal” experts, to speed
up future schemes across

the country they offer their
advice freely to others lost in
the statutory jungle; one team
member is described as having
an “encyclopaedic knowledge
of the often arcane Transport
and Work Act procedures”.
Alejandro Moreno, Midland
Metro Alliance Director,
said: “We’re delighted that
the Midland Metro Alliance,
which was only formed in July
2016, has been honoured at
the Global Light Rail Awards.
The win is aligned with our

belief in the importance of
collaboration and also our aim
to leave a lasting legacy that
the West Midlands can be truly
proud of.”

highly commended CAF RAIL UK Edinburgh Trams
The judges were impressed with the efforts
of the close-knit team from CAF Rail UK that
maintains Edinburgh's tram fleet, and its
commitment to going above and beyond –
and at little or no additional cost to the
operator it serves.
Last-minute requests are dealt with with
enthusiasm, the team consistently delivers 90%
above its contractual requirement in key areas
across the business, and constantly strive for
ways to add value to the service for both the
operator and passenger.
Recent initiatives include developing in-house
electronics repair capabilities to save expensive

and time-consuming outsourcing and a new
regime for routine maintenance that has
reduced exam times by 25%.

2017 AWARD SPONSORS

All images courtesy of Jon Hill.
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Employee of the Year
Winner

Sponsored by

daniel patterson
Nottingham Trams
In a hotly-contested category,
Daniel's entry was singled
out by the judges as exactly
the kind of customer-facing
ambassador that any system
should be proud of.
Daniel joined Nottingham
Trams four years ago on a
work experience placement
and within 18 months
had become the system’s
youngest-ever tram driver, at
just 19 years of age.
The entry outlined a
number of testimonials from
tram passengers, praising his
warm and friendly nature and
amusing onboard announcements that brighten their journeys.
In his spare time, Daniel organises tram tours for charities
as well as being a volunteer at the Crich Tramway Museum in
nearby Derbyshire, helping to introduce new generations to the
UK’s rich tramway heritage.
Commenting after his moment on stage, Daniel said: “A
nomination was honour enough but to be named as the award
winner is simply an amazing feeling. I am absolutely overjoyed
to be recognised as a stand-out employee from our industry.
“My career working on the city’s tram network has been a
great journey so far and I hope to keep pushing myself in the
future to achieve even more. I like to draw on all my knowledge
and always aim to think like a passenger, providing the
information I would like myself if I was travelling on board.”
Paul Robinson, General Manager of Nottingham Trams,
added: “This is fantastic recognition for the hard work and
commitment he shows every day. His experience in our
customer services team and now as a driver, has made him a
real ‘people person’ and he always takes great care of anyone
he comes into contact with on our system.”
Andy Crompton from MPT presented Daniel with his award.

TOM ROWE
highly
commended National Express/Midland Metro
Tom Rowe is the CCTV
and Claims Co-ordinator
for the UK's Midland
Metro and is described by
his employers as “a force
multiplier” who spends
his days “locked away in a
secure cupboard.”
This is because he has
the task of reviewing
hours of CCTV footage looking for potential safety hazards and
pinpointing wrongdoers. His record is impressive, with plaudits
from not only his bosses but also enforcement agencies and
other transport operators in the region he shares his skills with.
Always eager to improve on internal processes, Tom Rowe
received praise from the judges for reducing paperwork and
increasing efficiency too.
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Manufacturer of the Year
Winner

CAF

The winner of this
prestigious category for
2017 is a manufacturer that
has gone from strength to
strength in recent years
and prides itself on pushing
the boundaries of railway
technology.
Far more than just a
tram-builder, CAF has
numerous subsidiaries
around the world
specialising in train control,
signalling, sustainable
energy and civil engineering
– and is growing at a
phenomenal rate. From
the smallest component
to a full turnkey system,
the judges were impressed by the Spanish manufacturer's
ambition, ‘can do’ attitude and attention to detail.
The past 12 months alone have seen new orders in the
US, Italy, Germany, the Netherlands and Belgium and the
company now has a footprint in almost every major market.
It has also recently announced plans to build a manufacturing
facility in the UK to cater for both light and heavy rail orders in
the country.
The judges praised its innovation and agility, as well as its
commitment to the environment and developing the best and
brightest young talent.
The award was collected by Richard Garner, Business
Development Director for the UK and Ireland, who said: “It is
great to celebrate CAF's centenary by being recognised for
achieving such world-class performance.
“The deployment of our proven catenary-free technology
should allow many more tram and light rail projects to be
developed as significant lengths of electric overhead line
are eliminated, reducing both the associated capital and
operational costs whilst improving the business cases for
project promoters”.

BROOKVILLE EQUIPMENT
highly
commended CORPORATION
Highly Commended again
was Pennsylvanian carbuilder Brookville. It has
picked up order after order
for its new low-floor Liberty
in the past 12 months,
to add to those already
in service in Dallas and
Detroit and to strengthen
its business as one of the
most highly-renowned restorers of heritage vehicles in the US.
Unable to make the London ceremony, Vice-President
Joel McNeil sent a message to the audience: “It has been a
very busy few months here at Brookville and we are truly sorry
we can’t be with you tonight. We appreciate this recognition
and believe you are doing great things for the industry.
We hope we can be there next year!”

Project of the Year under EUR50m
Winner

NOTTINGHAM TRAMS EmMA

Keeping staff engaged and motivated is
one of the key challenges of any business,
but when that business is a busy tramway,
employees often don’t have time to look
at noticeboards or read memos. A simple
new Employee Mobile App – or EmMA –
was launched by Nottingham Trams as a
fun new two-way communication tool for
essential business information... and more.
With around 80% of the tram network’s
staff working remotely, the app was
introduced in an effort to improve internal
communications.
As well as the ‘must-know’
announcements, EmMa delivers news, job
opportunities and a wide array of employee
benefits, with special staff discounts on
everything from takeaway meals to shops

and holidays. The staff love how it makes
them feel closer to ‘their’ business – and
happy staff are productive staff, after all.
Nottingham Trams General Manager,
Paul Robinson, explained: “The app has
proved to be a huge hit, with over three
quarters of our staff downloading the app
in the first month following its launch.
“Not only has it helped us communicate
more quickly with a large portion of the
workforce that is rarely at a desk, it has
also helped us deal with the administration
of such things as employee benefits and
annual leave much more effectively.”
“Engaging with and understanding our
workforce plays a crucial role in ensuring
we continue to provide Nottingham with a
world-class tram system."

Project of the Year over EUR50m
Winner

Sponsored by
SETRAM
highly
commended Sidi Bel Abbés

KC STreetcar

In another over-subscribed category, the
judges shortlisted four entries from around
the world for 2017, including Manchester
Metrolink (Second City Crossing); SETRAM
(Sidi Bel Abbés tramway) and Dallas Area
Rapid Transit (Blue line extension).
The winner, however, was chosen not only
for its project management and efficiency
in delivering a brand new urban circulator
streetcar, but also for its vision as the
backbone of a transformational project to
serve the city's downtown core.
This short two-mile (rougjly 3km) line
has more than doubled its patronage
projections in just over a year since
it opened. Just as importantly, local
businesses have seen an amazing 58% hike
in their sales. A percentage of those tax
revenues, added to sponsorship initiatives,
mean that the service is fare-free – and will
stay that way for the foreseeable future.
High ridership means that the city has
already had to place an order for another
two streetcars and plans are underway for
a northern extension to spread the benefits
to further parts of the city.
In the entry, Kansas City’s Mayor stated:
“This has been catalytic in spurring 1.8
billion Dollars in development along the
line and it is a new economic engine for
downtown business. Our city is on a roll and
our task now is to keep it moving”.

The award was collected from Tramways
& Urban Transit Editor Simon Johnston
on behalf of the city by Colin Pigg of CAF,
supplier of the city's Urbos low-floor
streetcars.
In a statement following the evening,
Kansas City Mayor Sly James said: "This
honour is recognition of Kansas City's
world-class status.
“We are humbled to receive this
international distinction for our KC Streetcar
project, which has reimagined transit in our
downtown, and reinvented the environment
for residents, businesses and visitors."

Running the KC Streetcar close in
winning the top honour is the latest
new tramway project in a nation that
from a slow start has really embraced
light rail over the last decade.
Utilising experience and lessons
from neighbouring systems cut the
time and cost involved in opening a
new line in Sidi Bel Abbés in July 2017.
Its first month alone saw 600 000
riders on the initial 14km (8.7-mile)
route; impressive for a city with a
population of just 230 000.
SETRAM Project Manager Jacky
Basseville and his colleague Billal
Benmammar collected the prize on
behalf of the new Sidi Bel Abbés
tramway.
RATP Dev subsidiary SETRAM also
operates tramways in Oran, Constantine
and Algiers and is developing further
schemes across the country.
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Best Environmental and Sustainability Initiative
Winner

Kaohsiung lrt

Every stage of the project – which began in
November 2015 – was closely evaluated to make
sure it was being done in as green a manner as
possible, including 95% of waste being recycled
and diverted from landfill.
Head of Metrolink Danny Vaughan and
colleagues from Metrolink and Transport for
Greater Manchester collected the trophy from
Director Alejandro Moreno of category sponsor,
Midland Metro Alliance.

Best Customer Initiative
Winner

highly commended

Transport for greater manchester Second City Crossing

Recognised at the Global Light Rail Awards in
2016 for its innovative construction methodology
and safety record, the Second City Crossing
is a short but crucial link line across central
Manchester that adds capacity and resilience
to a light rail network that has grown at an
astonishing rate over the last decade.
The existing single alignment through central
Manchester was long recognised as a bottleneck
for trams moving across the network; the new
line that opened in late February 2017 was
completed on schedule, to budget and with few
complaints from local businesses and residents
– a real achievement for a modern tram scheme
in a busy city centre.
Digging up the streets, construction teams
found a collapsed Victorian sewer, an 18th
Century church crypt and a former cemetery with
hundreds of bodies. Respectful relocation was
required to bridge as was bridging of the crypt.
Furthermore, the line uses bespoke materials
which offer the maximum environmental benefits.
The 2CC features new trees along the
alignment, even on the tram stops, and ‘living
walls’ that have created a stunning new feature
environment for the city.

Sponsored by

A familar project to readers
of TAUT, the first modern
LRT system in Taiwan has
operated fare-free for its first
year and now carries over
20 000 passengers per day.
Particular initiatives that
impressed the judging
panel include extensive
use of grass track and green
landscaping, catenary-free
operation across the entire
system and a depot modelled
on a building from 2014 that
was awarded the prestigious
Golden Building award for
environmentally-responsible
and sustainable design.
This is the first part of
a wider project to form a
circular route to connect
with the city’s popular metro
and many other Asian cities,
including Taiwan’s capital,
look on with envious eyes.

Sponsored by

TRAM Barcelona Lost Property Service

The winning entry in the Best Customer
Initative category may seem overly
simple and obvious, but the judges were
impressed with how TRAM Barcelona is
dealing with one of life’s most frustrating
issues – lost property.
In Barcelona, those unfortunate or
absent-minded people who have lost keys,
mobile phones, laptops or even bags of
shopping have a wide range of options for
contacting the operator – in more than

one language – and many items are
returned immediately.
Last year, 1045 items found onboard
trams were reunited with their owners,
either by the drivers themselves or by
a free courier service. Customers are
delighted, with a raft of testimonials.
Now that’s service – and a great example
of ‘going the extra mile’.
Michaela Keating, Director of Light Rail
from North Star Consultancy, joined host

Nicholas Owen in presenting the award
to TRAM Director General Humberto
López Vilalta and Director of Marketing
Anahí Martín.

highly commended KEOLISAMEY DOCKLANDS 'Back On Track '
Narrowly beaten into second
was a groundbreaking project
that addresses the unacceptable
stigma that is still sadly
associated with mental health in
our society.
The KeolisAmey Docklands
'Back on Track' programme
has partnered with local health
services to give detailed training
to support those in need of a

helping hand in using public
transport and the operator has
employed its own Community
Mental Health Nurse. Reported
ongoing benefits include a
greater appreciation by staff of
their own mental well-being and
that of their colleagues.
Testimonials seen by the
judges include one lady who
said that the understanding and
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support of her daily challenges
has allowed her to now use
public transport to achieve her
number one wish – a trip to
the swimming pool. Another
thanked the operator personally
for ‘changing his life’.
Bob Gough, Operations
Security Manager, collected
the Highly Commended honour
on the evening.

The Midland Metro Alliance is a
team of planning, design and
construccon specialists building
four new tram extensions over
the coming decade across the
West Midlands.

We have a number of exciing
career opportuniies for those
who share out values and
passion as we extend the tram
network across the region.
To view our vacancies, visit
www.metroalliance.co.uk

Get your
career on track
The alliance partners are the West Midland
Combined Authority, which owns the Midland
Metro; a consorrum of design experts from
Egis, Tony Gee and Pell Frischmann;

and construccon specialists Colas Rail - with
Colas Rail’s sub-alliance partners Colas Ltd,
Barhale, Bouygues UK and Auctus
Management Group.

Light Rail Operations Consultancy
www.northstarconsultancy.com
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Significant Safety Initiative
WINNER

KEOLISAMEY DOCKLANDS Your Time for Safety

David Hand, Mott MacDonald Global
Practice Lead for Light Rapid Transit
presented the awards in the Significant
Safety Initiative section of the evening,
by far the category with the most entries.
The winner is already one of the safest
railways in Europe, and over the last 12
months it has created a revised framework
of training and engagement to deliver a
100% safe environment for passengers,
staff and the community it serves.
As well as spreading the message
across its own network and working
with neighbouring transport operators,
KeolisAmey Docklands (KAD) is happy
to share its lessons with colleagues both
within the UK and across Europe.
As just a few of the many examples given
to the judging panel, over 2500 school
pupils have been visited by ‘DLR Dave’,
dedicated time is made for mobility scooter
users and a trial of body-worn cameras for
staff and expert training on peaceful conflict

resolution has resulted in an impressive
22% reduction in assaults. This is significant
against a background of tighter revenue
protection measures and security, and the
system's wide and diverse operating area
that covers five London boroughs.
David Nicholls, HSQE Director, collected
the award on behalf of KAD and the
Docklands Light Railway.

Sponsored by
HIGHLY
COMMENDED LANDER

MOTT MACDONALD

Clients of this year’s winner praised the firm
for its expertise and professionalism, with
phrases such as “excellent quality” and
“outstanding service”. Its entry also gave
a huge list of LRT projects from around
the globe on which it has been engaged in
recent years – on almost every continent.
One project review performed earlier in
2017 submitted to the judging panel found
a better solution to the problem at hand and
saved its client around GBP60m (EUR67.5m)!
The team from Mott MacDonald collected
the trophy – from Alistair Gordon, CEO of
Keolis UK – for the fifth year running.
David Hand from Mott MacDonald later
told TAUT: “We are honoured to receive

this award once again and to have helped
our clients around the world to deliver their
objectives. We are greateful of their support
and recommendations.”

HIGHLY COMMENDED PASSENGER TECHNOLOGY GROUP
This UK supplier has proven its place in the
crowded marketplace of digital passenger
information with apps and back office
systems that allow passengers to create
personalised cash-free travel itineraries;
they also allow operators to better
understand their customers, creating brand
loyalty and offering personalised discounts.

METROTENERIFE
HIGHLY
COMMENDED SIMOVE
Collecting the Highly Commended
honour was an operator that addressed
the serious issue of over-speeding
with an in-house solution that uses
proven GPS technology and can be
quickly and cost-effectively retrofitted
to any rail vehicle.
International Business Development
Manager Teresa Benet collected the
award on behalf of Metrotenerife.

Supplier of the Year
WINNER

Sponsored by

The judges were impressed with how
its suite of products demonstrate faster
vehicle boarding times, reduce cash
handling, and generate significant operating
efficiencies. Its apps are also pushing the
boundaries of this technology for visually
impaired users, offering truly inclusive
transport for all.
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Whether as a standalone unit or a
fully-immersive replica cab,
simulators are now a crucial tool
in the training of drivers for increased
safety, familiarisation with new routes,
and even for eco-driving
to increase efficiency.
Already a supplier to tram, metro
and rail operators on four continents,
Lander (a subsidiary of rolling stock
manufacturer CAF) prides itself on
attention to detail and exceeding every
brief it is given.
Ana Ohlsson, Sales & Marketing
Director, and UK Area Manager Iosu
Aguirrezabala, collected the award for
Lander Simulation & Training.

Supplier of the Year

Connecting communities
Daily travel within 75 cities
has been improved by
Mott MacDonald’s light rail
expertise. For more than
40 years we’ve been
helping our clients deliver
efficient, affordable and
environmentally responsible
light rail systems, making
travel easier for all,
enhancing life now and
for future generations.

© Pierre Wetzel

552 111 809 RCS Paris 20, rue le Peletier – 75320 Paris Cedex 09, France

mottmac.com

Leader in the development of public transport, internationally recognised as the leading operator of automatic metros and
trams, Keolis also operates multimodal transport modes that include: trains, buses, cars, trolleybuses, shared private hire
vehicles, river shuttles, ferries, cycles, car sharing services, electric autonomous vehicles and urban cable cars. In France, Keolis
is the leader in medical transport services through the creation of Keolis Santé and positioned as the number two car park
operator, through its subsidiary EFFIA.
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Technical Innovation of the Year
WINNER

MPT Integrating Digital Engineering

One submission
stood out as the
clear winner of the
Technical Innovation
of the Year for 2017.
Working in
partnership with
AECOM and
Transport for
Greater Manchester,
the team from MPT demonstrated its cutting-edge BIM
application for development of the new Trafford Park line
for Manchester Metrolink.
Its models have created detailed integrated digital
environments that are giving incredibly detailed
information about the new line's physical characteristics,
construction, performance, operation, maintenance,
lifecycle costs – and more.
The entry described how the new tool is transforming
the way that project partners work: reviewing 2D designs
used to take months; this has now been reduced to weeks.
Meetings are more productive and hazards and conflicts
are visible earlier as web-based tools give complete
visibility of who is doing what and when.
The result is less downtime, closer co-operation and
more certainty before a spade enters the ground.
The team from MPT were presented with the award by
James Hammett, Managing Director of UKTram.

HIGHLY COMMENDED KAOHSIUNG LRT
Recognised earlier in the evening,
the Kaohsiung LRT project
incorporates ingenious and
well-considered design that is not
only kind to the environment but also
ensures stability in the challenging
tropical environment that is also
known as the ‘Ring of Fire’.
Bristling with innovation with lessons for us all in an ever-more
unpredictable world of climate change, the judges deemed this a worthy
recipient of an honour in a close-run category.

HIGHLY COMMENDED MIDLAND METRO ALLIANCE GIS
A second Highly Commended trophy
was given to a new digital system
that acts as a crystal ball by
intelligently analysing a wide range
of data streams to predict the effects
of future Midland Metro projects.
This is helping to inform the
system’s new lines – and its
advance communication with
residents and businesses.
Forecasting noise, effects of disruption, traffic conflicts, potential
safety issues and more, this innovative model integrates demographic,
environmental, real-time traffic and technical data to better design and
construct key infrastructure.

Vision of the Year
WINNER BLACKPOOL TRANSPORT
The winning entry for the
2017 Vision of the Year
seeks to redress mistakes
of the past. Renewing a
vital piece of infrastructure
removed in the 1930s, in
2019 a new link to restore
tram service to Blackpool
North station will revitalise
this town’s fortunes.
Nearly two million
visitors arrive in Blackpool each year by rail, of which around 80%
travel to the town centre or locations along the existing tramway
by either a long walk or taxi ride.
The reinstated tram route is part of a massive regeneration at
the station which includes a state-of-the-art tram terminal, a new
four-star hotel, and office and retail units. Very soon the famous
heritage services will once again connect the town’s station, to be
joined by another pair of modern Bombardier Flexity 2 LRVs.
Trams really are the heart of this UK seaside town and it is
fitting here to recall the words of the system’s Managing Director,
JaneXX
Cole,
delivered at2013
this year’s
UK Light Rail.Conference
/ DECEMBER
www.tramnews.net
www.lrta.orgin
Manchester: “If you take the trams away from Blackpool, you
might as well blow up the tower.”
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Sponsored by

Sponsored by
HIGHLY COMMENDED
DALLAS AREA RAPID TRANSIT
Dallas Area Rapid is a leader in
North American light rail. Over
the last 21 years, the regional
agency has led a revolution
with around 153km (95 miles)
of lines connecting millions to
a new mode of transport.
It has three different light
rail services and opens
extension after extension,
bringing more and more people
out of their cars and within
easy reach of a stop. Never
afraid to pioneer new approaches to design, construction and
funding, its expertise is sought around the world.
Over the past year alone, three significant extensions
have been added and the next major project will deliver an
underground city crossing to reduce existing bottlenecks and
to cater for its astonishing future growth predictions. For more
on DART’s future plans see TAUT 959.
In terms of ‘bang for your buck’, DART shows that for every
dollar spent on light rail, the region has seen two back in
Transit-Oriented Development within half a mile of the lines.

Judges' Special Recognition
Although the Global Light Rail Awards
are a celebration of innovation and
achievement, host Nicholas Owen took
a few moments at the start of the
ceremony to reflect on a number of tragic
events around the world over the past
12 months that have affected tramway
and metro systems.
In 2016, an early morning accident on the
Tramlink network saw significant injuries
and loss of life. Although investigations
continue into the cause, the judges wished
to recognise the efforts of the teams at
Transport for London, Tram Operations and
all of the emergency services in restoring
normality as quickly as possible to keep
this vital South London connection moving.
On 3 April, a terrorist attack on the
St Petersburg Metro left 14 dead and many
more injured as a homemade device was
detonated on a packed morning service.
Quick-thinking staff closed stations and
through close co-operation with the police
and emergency services a second device
set at another station was swiftly defused,
averting further devastation.

LRA16 Bombardier HP.indd 1

On 22 May at 22.31 a
homemade shrapnel device
was detonated as thousands
of people were leaving
Manchester Arena following
a concert by the pop singer
Ariana Grande – 22 innocent
people lost their lives, and a
further 250 were injured.
Metrolink staff were on the
platform at the neighbouring
Victoria station, ready to
ensure concert-goers got
onto the right services home.
Witnessing the explosion,
they were the first responders, helping to
tend the injuries of victims and providing
support to the emergency services –
until they were all evacuated due to
concerns about a secondary device.
With Victoria station closed, Metrolink
staff and their counterparts at Transport
for Greater Manchester were faced with a
network effectively cut into two the next
day as the reality dawned upon the city
of the scale of the loss of life.

Nicholas Owen concluded: “As a
tight-knit global community, I am sure
I speak for us all in commending the
actions and courage of the front-line
staff, emergency services and volunteers
everywhere who worked tirelessly under
the most difficult of circumstances
following each of these horrific events.”
Transport for Greater Manchester and
Metrolink staff joined Nicholas Owen to
collect a special honour in recognition of
their efforts following the 22 May attack.

01/11/2017 15:57
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Most Improved System

Sponsored by
HIGHLY
COMMENDED

WINNER
MIDLAND METRO
Taking the true spirit of this category
into account, the judges agreed on a
stand-out entry for 2017.
Iain Anderson, Managing Director of
Colas Rail Urban, helped Nicholas Owen
present the honours.
A year on from opening a new
link into the heart of the city, Midland
Metro is carrying 26% more passengers
and its latest customer satisfaction
figures show an 11% jump – the highest
increase of any in the country.
A fifth of tickets are now purchased
using contactlesss cards, with two-thirds
of passengers saying this is now their
preferred way of using the system.
The operator’s parent company, National
Express, found this such a success
that it has invested millions in rolling
contactless payments out across its
fleet of over 1600 buses.
A sharper emphasis on safety and
security has seen instances of anti-social

behaviour drop to just five over the past
year, with overall instances of crime on
the system down 27.7% year-on-year
to 34 incidents.
As part of the 2017 BBC Music Day,
Ozzy Osbourne took over as the voice
of the trams for the day, continuing
a relationship with the legendary
Birmingham-born rock star who had a
tram named after him in 2016.
Colin Saward, General Manager, and
the team from National Express Midland
Metro and Transport for the West
Midlands collected the award.

Edinburgh Trams
has seen near
perfection on
its 2017 end of
term report.
Increased
services and
a pinpoint focus on the finer detail of the
passenger experience add to the system’s
impressive 99.55% reliability statistics. Host
Nicholas Owen said that Edinburgh Trams
“looks like a really fun place to work!”
In 2017 the system achieved 99%
customer satisfaction in the latest Transport
Focus passenger survey – with some of
the highest figures across the board for
any UK system; the Institute of Customer
Service (ICS) rates the service at 85.8, eight
points higher than the average UK business;
the system has TripAdvisor’s Certificate
of Excellence,and importantly its latest
accounts record a pre-tax profit of
GBP252 000 (EUR284 000), bringing in a
positive return a year ahead of predictions.

COLAS RAIL HP AD
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EDINBURGH TRAMS

Operator of the Year
WINNER

EDINBURGH TRAMS

Two organisations shared the honours for
2017, both achieving outstanding service –
for very different reasons. As host Nicholas
Owen joked: “The judges tell me they
couldn’t get a playing card between them.”
The first operator selected received
three separate nominations from across
the industry, proving not only its popularity
amongst its peers, but also the active part
it plays as a pioneer of initiatives that will
benefit the sector as a whole.
In this role of helping to trial new
initiatives, and refine processes and
standards that benefit us all, one judge
noted that Edinburgh Trams “has come an
unbelievably long way, against the odds
and in such a short time, it’s about time
they got the top honours.”Lea Harrison,
Edinburgh Trams Managing Director,
commented: “To be named Operator
of the Year, and to do so well across a
range of other categories, is a fantastic

WINNER

achievement and
testament to everyone’s
hard work over the past
12 months.
"This latest accolade
follows the naming of
Edinburgh Trams as
the UK’s number one
transport operator for
customer satisfaction
by the highly respected
Transport Focus
organisation and reflects
our efforts to wrap the
business around the
customer.”
Transport Convener and Chair of
Transport for Edinburgh, Councillor Lesley
Macinnes, added: “This is an excellent
win for Edinburgh Trams and is testament
to the service’s efficiency, reliability and
value to the people of Edinburgh.

Since launching in 2014, there is no doubt
that the service has grown immensely,
achieving near-perfect customer
satisfaction and a year-on-year growth in
patronage, so to be highly commended in
the ‘Most Improved System’ category as
well is equally deserved.”

TRANSDEV DUBLIN LIGHT RAIL

Sharing the top prize is an operator that
proudly proclaims that “sustainability is
a daily commitment”.
Examples of this given for consideration
include a move to 100% renewable
content for its energy supply in 2016,
reducing emissions by almost 2.5m kg of
CO2 compared to the year before.
In the last 12 months Transdev Dublin
Light Rail has also introduced a new digital
dashboard that allows its client to see
the performance of various departments
within the business in real time – this was
also highlighted as a fantastic example of
open and honest collaboration.
Elsewhere on the system, working very
hard to tough deadlines for the opening of
the new cross-city line, simulators have
speeded up driver training and a six-week
closure of a key section in June involved a
temporary crossover to allow trams to run

HIGHLY COMMENDED

without compromising safety. Bus services
bridged the gap and not one customer
complaint was received. In a world where
'bustitution' is often a cause for anxiety and
complaint, this is an achievement in itself.
Cementing the trams' role as part of
the community they serve, in December
2016 a charity tie-up saw staff work with
businesses and members of the public to
fill a tram with shoeboxes of necessities
for the city’s homeless. Over 15 000
such boxes were collected and staff at
tramstops also provided 350 meals and
helped to give 60 haircuts – all in one day.
Host Nicholas Owen added: “This is an
organisation at the top of its game and
one that is constantly looking both inward
and outward.”
Colm McDonnell, Keith Hobbs and Neil
Menzies collected the award on behalf of
Transdev Dublin Light Rail.

PRE-METRO OPERATIONS

Highly Commended for a second year is a
small team from the UK's West Midlands
that prides itself on its dedication to the
region and passengers it serves.
Operating one of the smallest light rail
operations anywhere in Europe, passenger
figures for the Stourbridge – Stourbridge
Junction line are up again this year, to
nearly 600 000, and the service offered
reliability of 99.74% over the past 12
months. In many four-week periods this is

a perfect 100% for the 1354 services run
each week.
Around 20 staff work for Pre-Metro
Operations and each and every one is
proud of their part in the community, an
example being the installation of a similar
level boarding facility to that used on its
unique light rail vehicles at a local tennis
club to increase accessibility.
Operations Director Steve Jasper
collected the award from Nicholas Owen.
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Global Light Rail Awards 2017 Special

Judges’ Special Award

Sponsored by

WINNER

WINNER

STEVE FIRTH

DAVID WALMSLEY

No nominations are sought for the final category of the evening;
this is the chance for our panel of experts to identify those people,
companies or innovations that have shaped our industry's past,
are shaping its present and will shape the future.
Three individuals formed the discussion this year, with LRTA
Chairman Andrew Braddock presenting the awards.
The first recipient is a man who, in the words of one judge
“has probably delivered more sound and dependable advice to
promoters, operators and constructors than almost any other
single individual over the last 30 years.”
In a career spanning time in both the public and private sectors,
Steve Firth is well-known for his in-depth knowledge of the
regulations for promoting and developing light rail and tramway
schemes – and his ability to deliver an educated opinion on why a
certain aspect of a scheme is a very good idea, or a very bad one.
Steve has an encyclopaedic knowledge of the mode and his
fingerprints can be found on just about every light rail system in
the UK, and on a variety of regulations outside its borders too.
He took what there was of a rulebook, questioned it line by line
and helped rewrite it in a manner that is accessible by all.
Another judge commented: “I think it is fair to say that no one
man has contributed more and in such a wide and influential way.”

After a career change from the Transport Research Laboratory,
where in 30 years he had contributed to a number of papers
on public transport issues – including the case for light rail in
Britain – David Walmsley joined the Confederation of Passenger
Transport (CPT) as its Fixed Track Executive in 1995.
As Andrew Braddock commented: “Given that the CPT is the
trade body for the bus and coach industry in the UK he was to
some extent a sort of fifth column, but he very capably set up
representation for trams and light rail from scratch.
“There can be no doubt that for a number of years this man
held together the fledgling industry’s representation to the
Department of Transport and was instrumental in the creation
and administration of the Light Rail Operators Committee and the
Light Rail Engineers Groups.”
With the creation of UKTram in 2005, David represented CPT
as one of the founding partners and ultimately saw to the
transition of Fixed Track Section participants to direct
membership of the new body.
A modest man, his reports and analysis have been of immense
value as the mode has grown and his award is well-deserved.

WINNER HOWARD JOHNSTON
The final award of 2017 was presented to a
man who needed little introduction on the
night and is certainly a very familiar face
to readers of TAUT!
Throughout a career in journalism and
transport that covers four decades, Howard
Johnston has done much to advance the
cause of light rail and in promoting the
benefits of the mode to the wider world.
In the words of GLRA host Nicholas
Owen: “This is the man who stood up as our
spokesman and was one of our strongest
advocates. He pushed the case for investment
and innovation, also holding the mainstream
press to account when they unfairly attacked
us with unreasoned argument.”

Howard is one of the longest-serving
editors of Tramways & Urban Transit
(holding the post from 1995 to 2010) and
for many years also helped to oversee
the continued growth of the LRTA’s
historical journal of note, Tramway Review.
Also known for hosting international
conferences and seminars, Howard has
written on the topics of most importance to
the rail industry and interviewed its biggest
figures. He was also one of the co-founders
of the Global Light Rail Awards.
As Nicholas Owen concluded: “Always
willing to ask the difficult questions and
keep us all honest, Howard’s face is familiar
to so many of us in this room.”
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It was great to see people letting their hair
down... both before and after the ceremony

CAF projects won in many categories, with Richard Garner,
Business Development Director UK & Ireland, making
regular visits to the stage
UKTram’s Dan Hill gave a short
presentation on the organisation’s work
with the Low Impact Light Rail initiative

The Edinburgh Trams’ team all turned up
for the evening in matching tartan

The ringing of a tram bell signalled a few special
prize giveaways – luckily nothing too breakable...
UKTram Chair
Geoff Inskip (left)
with LRTA Deputy
Chairman Paul Rowen
and TAUT Editor
Simon Johnston

KeolisAmey Docklands Managing Director
Kevin Thomas shares a joke with Mark
Davis from DLR over dinner at the HAC

The Awards are a
great place to catch
up with old friends
– Des McKeon from
Bombardier shares
a drink with former
colleague Karin
Schwarz, now with
weather technology
provider UBIMET

The photograph calling
together all those recognised
on the night has become
something of a tradition!

For more from the evening's celebrations, visit mainspring.co.uk/light-rail-awards #LightRailAwards17
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innovation in the global light rail sector
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